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optical pans, Prof. Voi:el says: "The ohjecti\'eS arc very 
beautiful and colourless; the prisms are masterpieces of work
manship ; the glass of wtrich they are composed is pure, colour
less and free from strea~, and only in two prisms do a few air 
bubbles appear." The spectra given by the prisms are sai<l by 
Prof. Vogel to he ,·cry excellent, rn<l the wQJking of the whole 
set of prisms exceeds even to-day any other instrument of the 
same dispersion. The refracti\'e angles of the piisms, as 
measured by Dr. Hartmann, are 44• 57'·1, 45° 6'·9, 45° 26'·9 
and 59° 50' 8, ancl t'he refati,·e refractive indices at a temperature 
of 18° C. was found by the same observer to be for the lines-

B 1 ·6og3 
C 1·6110 
ct 1·612g 

D 1·6158 
E ·1 ·6220 
b, 1·6230 

F 1 ·6275 
H-y I ·6375 

g 1·6403 

I tll'ITER's REn Sl'OT,-Ju!1iter is now in a l(Ood position for i 
.>bservation, and his surface markings have become of late of I 
great interest in consequen~e o( the numerous spots.:which many 
obstt\"CI'!; »ave seen on his disc. Dr. A. A. N11land draws 
a1.t~nt1on to two very curious spots (Aslr. Nachr., No. 3488) 
wtrieh are situated on the northern hemisphere, their coordinates 1 

in longitude and latitude (according to " Marth's System," ii., 
Muntlzly

0 
Notices, 

0
lviii. p. 107) being A ':' 272° 8 + 31', 

'/.. = 289 B = + 38 . Dr. Fauth, from the private observatory 
at Landstuhl, gives us a centinu:uion of the list of longitudes of 
several prominent spots observe<l by him. Another short com-

1 
,nunication of interest is that which appears in the Ash·. Nach., I 
No. 3490. In this Dr. Lohse discusses the movement of the 
great red spot from observations extending over a period of twenty 
years. The proper motion of the spot is, according to him, dis
tinct an<l regular, and this will be clearly seen from the short I 
table gi\'en below. 

The method of reducing this proper motion was to obtain for 
each opposition a normal position for the centre of the spot on 
the surface of Jupiter, on the assumption of a fixe<l meridian and i' 
a r~i:;ular velocity of rotation of the planet. In plotting the I 
JlOStllons of_ these deduced . normal _pos1t1ons on paper with the 
umc as absc1ssre and the Jovian longitudes as or<linates, a re{!ular 
and symmetrical curve was brought to light. The following 
figures give the Jovian normal longitudes of this spot as shown 
in this manner, together with the name of the observer :-

Epoch. Normal longitude Ohs. 

1878 65 249·5 L. 
1878 86 237 I Tr. 
1!!79 73 1827 L. 
1880 71 128 5 L. 
1881 70 89·2 L. 
1882 14 78·0 L. 
1!!83·14 50·4 L. 
1884 ·15 32 6 L. 
1885·27 I 5·8 I;. 
1886·27 8·3 L. 
1887 ·27 2·9 St. D. 
1888 27 358·9 L. 
1890 15 353·6 T. I'. 
189174 352·0 L. 
J89276 356·2 I., 

PETROLIFF:ROUS SANDS AND ,WUD 
VOLCANOES IN BURJfA. 

THE occurrence of petroleum in Burma, and its technical ex-
ploitation ha"e, in a recently published volume, been very 

fully treated by Dr. ~-ritz Noetling, pah:ontuk>gist to the Geo
logical Sun·ey of In<l1a (/I/em. Gtol. Sun•ey India, vol. xxvii. 
part 2). The Yenangyaung oil-fields occupy an area of ab,>ut 
350 acres on the bor<lers of the left bank of the lrawadi, a few 
miles distant from the ri\'er. They have been known from time 
immemoriai, whilC' rhe methods of obtaining the oil at the 
present day rfiffer but Titl le from those nf a lrnndred years ago. 
In 1855 therl' wcre a.bout 130 producth·e wells; there arc now 
about 6oo, together with sik nr seven bore-hroles. The oil-field 
is situated in a low but ru~ed table-land which is intersected 
liy num~ous ravines, and the strata which yield the oil have 
~en hetrt into n gent~ dome,l!ke anticline. The strata consist 
nf sands or soft sandstones, arrd shales of Tertiary ages overlaid 
by drift. The oil is hel<l in the sandy beds, the thickest of 
which (though not the richest in oil)is a littleo,·er 13ofeet. As 
many as ten bands yielding oil may occur in "ertical succession ; 
but water and petroleum occur independen1ly in different beds, 
or in the same layer, and in the latter c ,se the petroleum 
generally rests on the water. 

Oil has been found by boring in a bed of sandstone 900 to 
1000 feet deep, hut the main oil-sand is from :zoo to 350 feet 
from the surface. The sands are somewhat inconstant in 
charac\er, and the strata generally exhibit fal~e-bedding. They 
have yielded numerous remains of land mammalia and reptiles, 
as well as some marine fossils, so that Dr. Noetling be
lie\'CS the strata were accumulate<l in shallow water not far from 
land, and that carcases of animals hroui.:ht <lo·.,·n hy a river were 
entombed in the estuarine sediment. He regar<ls the petroleum 
as indigenous in the.•e sanely estuarine or <leltaic <leposits. The 
clays contain no trace of it. Moreover, he considers that the 
strata were laid down 0n a plane gently inclined towards the 
sea, and that this inclination facilitatc<l a sliding of the sediments 
seawards, whereby certain minc,r fol<ls an<l irregularities, other
wise <lifficult to explain, were produced. These folds were inter
sectc<l by cracks, which became filled with mu<l-like veins of 
eruptive material. 

Turning his attention to the mud volcanoes of !\finbu, Dr. 
Noetling points out that they are connected with sut.terranean 
petroliferous strata: both volcanoes and mud -wells produce a 

1894 ·03 358·8 L. 
1895·1!! 5·2 L. The '.\!ud Volcanoes of Minbu, in Burma (Dr. F. Noetli1>~). 

1896·13 10·1 L. 
1897 ·27 2c·4 I. 

Tne observers mentioned above were Lohse, Trouvelot, Stanley 
lVilliams, Denning, Terby, and Pritchett. From the curve it can 
be seen at a glance that the spot in the year 1891 rotated in the 
same time as that assumed for the rotaiion of the planet. The 
curve at this period has reached a turnin~ point, and the longi
iudes of the spot commence now to increase instead of decrease. 
The observations show that for thirteen years (1878-1891) this 
spot has moved throtigh nearly three-quarters of the whole 
circumference of the planet, and since that interval has begun 
to retrace its path. The fact of such a distinct acceleration 
and retardation of the motion of this large spot will, if the 
obser\'ations be continued, help us probably to gain some 
l<nowledge of the system of circulation involved in the Jovian 
atmosphere. It would be interesting to know whether any 
other comparatively large marking on the planet's surface fullows 
the same or a similar law. 
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1 greyish-blue mu<l more or less saturated with petroleum. The low 
I temperature of the ejected mud, seldom so much as 85°, indicates 

I 
that its source is not <leep-scatcd. Some of these mn<l volcanoes 
~re figured (the accompanying illustralion is rc<luced from a Plate 
i~ the .ifcmc>ir.) . The largest ha_d, in _1888, a crater about? feet in 
diameter, an<l this was filled with ,·1scous mud from which rose 
enormous hubbies of inflammable gas with a strong odour of 
petroleum. The temperature was 76°. Some of the other cones 
rise about 30 feet from the ground. It seems at first difficult to 
say why mud volcanoes occur at Minbu and not at Venangyaung, 
but Dr. Nuetling points out that at J\finlm these volcanoes arise 
through fissures in the Tertiary strata beneath an alluvial cover, 
and he considers that the pressure of gas an<l petroleum forced a 
"·ay through this comparatively thin overlying deposit. No fiery 
eruptions ha,·e been recorded; in fact, there are no known in
stances of spontaneous combustion. 

Dr. Nnetling traces some connection between the Auctuating 
height~ oft he river and the production of petroleum at the wells. 
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There is also some relation hetween the acti,·ity of the mud vol
canoes and the height of the river. The explanation is that 
during rains the ground-water presses on the petroliferous sands, 
and it is noteworthy that the main bed of oil-sand is found at 
about the level of high-water of the river. 

Some signs of exhaustion in the oil-field are noticed by the 
author, but it is possible that further productive beds may be 
found by boring. H. B. \V. 

EXPERIMENTS ON THE WORKING OF 
GAS-ENGINES. 

J\ GENERAL meeting of the Institution of ;\-lechanical 
Engineers was held last week, when the President, Mr. 

SalTlllel W. Johnson, delivered an inaugural address dealing 
chiefly with the progress of locomotive engineering on 
the Midland Railway, of which he is chief mechanical 
engineer. The most interesting feature in the ordinary 
proceeding was the discussion of the first report to the 
Gas-Engine Research Committee of the Institution. The 
author of the report was Prof. Frederick W. Burstall, under 
"'lhose superintendence the investigations had been carried out. 
The object of the experiments was to determine the effect 
produced upon the, economy of gas-engines by altering one or 
more of the conditions which governed their working. In in
ternal combustion engines there are a much larger number of 
faclors to consider than in steam-engines, and it is difficult to 
ascertain where to look for · economy. The factors to be con
sidei:etl are the amount of compression, the speed, the ratio of 
air to .gas, and the amount of heat which is to be ejected through 
the .walls of the cylinder. An increase of compression, for 
example, is often regarded as conducive to more economical re
sults; but it is uncertain whether the attendant increase in 
economy is really due to compression alone. To ascertain this, 
the conditions of working should be altered successively one at 
a time. This has been done for the steam-engine, but all pub
lished results of tests made on gas-engines are based upon only 
one fixed set of conditions. 

A ·small engine was used by the committee, but was one 
specially constructed for experimental purposes. Small size 
was an advantage, inasmuch as it allowed measurements, such as 
those of volumes of air, to be made with accuracy. The work of 
tht! committee appears to have been undertaken with commend
able care, and a precision was iiimed at more typical of the 
physical laboratory than of ordinary engineering experiments. 
This is particularly noticeable in the arrangement of the apparatus 
and methods of calibration . followed, It would take far too 
much space to follow these in detail, interesting and instructive 
as they are to engineers, and· wt: can only hope to give a partial 
idea of the methods followed. This report, it should Le remem
bered, is but introrluctory to the descnption of the actual work 
of testing, most of which has yet to be undertaken. As the 
author stated, experimental work is often compromised by being 
carried out with mstrumenls upon the accuracy of which no in
formation is furnished. When a comparison is made of a number 
of results, it is ;,.I ways difficult to discover how far differences 
are due to working conditions or to inevitable experimental 
error. In purely physical experiments, the report continued, 
accuracy may be obtained to the degree of one rart in 
a thousand ; in a few special cases, even better results 
may be reached. In an engineerini: experiment it is 
hopeless to expect such accuracy, owing to the great diffi
culty of keeping the working conditions sufficiently steady 
from beginning lo end of the experiment. With ordinary 
care, and the use of appliances which are found in all works, 
probably all that can be expected is to get results correct Lo 3 or 
4 per cent. With special care, half of I per cent. may be reached ; 
but the author does not suggest that all the results of the 
experiments made by the committee have this high degree of 
accur~cy, but in t~e pri\lcipal mea~urements probably the 
expenmental error rnvolved does not ·rn any case exceed I per 
cent. 

The engine used was of 2-horse nominal power, capable of 
developing a maximum of 5 I, I I. P. ; it has a 6-inch cylinder and 
12-inch stroke. The valves are worked in the ordinary manner ; 
there is an ordinary Watt governor acting on a small roller, and 
causing a charge of gas to be cut off when the speed is too 
high. To effect changes in compression the connecting-rod is 
made so that its length can be varied. Compressions employed 
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in the experiment varied between 35 and 90 lbs. per square inch; 
variation in the amount of gas admitted was effected by throttl
ing. For measuring the supply of gas a calibrated holder was 
used ; the wet test meter being discarded, as it does not control 
the fluctuations of pressure in the mains. By this instrument 
accuracy to the extent of one-tenth of I per cent. was obtained ;: 
calibration was effected by means of a standard cubic foot 
measure. To determine the air supply per stroke, a meter was 
used in place of trusting to the usual method of calculation. 
The arrangement followed was practically that employed by 
Dr. A. Slaby, of Berlin. The meter employed was a 400-light 
standard wet meter made by Alexander Wright and Co., of 
Westminskr. Air is passed in by a blower, the pressure being 
kept constant by a governor. After passing through the meter 
the air is delivered into a safety-box, which is used to prevent 
inflammable gas from passing back into the meter, and also to 
give relief in case of back ignition. A rubber-bag is used to 
prevent fluctuations in the meter during the suction stroke. The· 
direct measurement of air supply is usually c.onsi<leml a diffi
cult an,] dangerous undertaking ; but the z.uthor stated that no 
trouble had been found with this portion of the appl\ralus. The 
air meter was checked by blowing air through it into the gas
bolder, and was found to be correct to the half of I per cent. 

The amount of heat passed into the jacket w.as measured by 
running all the cooling water for a single test ii;ito a tank, and 
taking the temperature by' means of therm.wrieters. Samples cu 
exhaust gases were taken and analysed. In this detail the g1eat 
difficulty is not in making the analysis, but in ol,taining a true 
sample. A sin!!le bubble of gas was ta.ken from just below the 
exhaust valve after each explosion. The apparatus for doing 
this was illustrated by means of wall diagrams, which showed 
that the object aimed at was obtained by an electrical 
relay which actuated a small needle valve that allowed 
a single bubble of gas to be sucked · into the gas receiver. 
Power [developed was ascertained by a Wayne indicator ; 
an instrument found superior to others tried. Prof. Burstall 
states that it is in careful hands, apparently tbe most accurate 
indicator of the present Lime. It has a rotating piston in 
place of the ordinary reciprocating piston. This piston d.oes 
not touch the containing cylinder at it.s outer extremities, 
but is guided at the centre on circular bearings. In this 
way friction is small and not liable to change, because the 
bearings can be well lubricated. There are many interesting 
points about its mechanism which were de,cribed in the report. 
Thin sheets of smoked mica are used in place of the ordinary 
metallic faced paper or "cards." This device is highly spoken 
of by those who have had experience in its use. 

As the engine was not fitted with a timing valve-a device 
which the author considers absolutely necessary to all sizes of 
gas-engines-it was decided to attempt to ignite the charge by 
means of an electric spark, and it was hoped that electric
ignition wo.uld prove more certain than any form of hot-tube 
igniter. This, however, did not prove Lo be the case; and not 
the least interesting part of the report is contained in the dis
cussion of the failure in this detail. The rope-break used was 
of the ordinary kind, having dead weights on the lower end of 
the roptl and a spring balance at the upper end. A Harding 
counter for ascertaining the number of revolutions was employed, 
and analyses of the coal-gas were made by Mr. G. N. Huntly, 
who also supervised the analyses of the exhaust gas. The 
results of sevt!nlecn preliminary experiments made were given 
in a table contained in the report, and on copies of indicator 
diagrams attached. The mechanical elliciency of the engine 
varied from 76 to 84 per cent., the mean value of the whole 
seventeen tests being 81 per cent. It must be remembered, 
however, that these experiments are, as stated, preliminary, and, 
it may be added, they have been carried out under circumstances 
of exceptional difficulty, which conditions, however, will not 
recur. The report states that it would seem probable that the 
influenct: of increased compression on economy is due to the fact 
that weaker charges can be burnt completely during the stroke 
when the compression is high. The tests seem to indicate, the 
report continues, that economy depends on the choice of tbe 
correct ratio of air to gas ; and this ratio increases with the com
pression. The number of experiments, however, are, as the re
port states, not yet sufficient to determine what this ratio is for 
any given compression. It is intended Lo make a series of tests 
sufficient for determining this important point. Further experi
ments are to be made at a constant speed ; the variables being 
the load, the ratio of air to gas, and the compression. It is 
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